Allele frequency calibration for SNP based genotyping of DNA pools: A regression based local-global error fusion method.
The costs associated with developing high density microarray technologies are prohibitive for genotyping animals when there is low economic value associated with a single animal (e.g. prawns). DNA pooling is an attempt to address this issue by combining multiple DNA samples prior to genotyping. Instead of genotyping the DNA samples of the individuals, a mixture of DNA samples (i.e. the pool) from the individuals is genotyped only once. This greatly reduces the cost of genotyping. Pooled samples are subject to greater genotyping inaccuracies than individual samples. Wrong genotyping will lead to wrong biological conclusions. It is thus required to calibrate the resulting genotypes (allele frequencies). We present a regression based approach to translate raw array output to allele frequency. During training, few pools and the individuals that constitute the pools are genotyped. Given the genotypes of individuals that constitute the pool, we compute the true allele frequency. We then train a regression algorithm to produce a mapping between the raw array outputs to the true allele frequency. We test the algorithm using pool samples withheld from the training set. During prediction, we use this map to genotype pools with no prior knowledge of the individuals constituting the pools. After data quality control we have available a dataset comprised of 912 pools. We estimate allele frequency using three approaches: the raw data, a commonly used piecewise linear transformation, and the proposed local-global learner fusion method. The resulting RMS errors for the three approaches are 0.135, 0.120, and 0.080 respectively.